
To produce an interactive demonstration using any 
appropriate prototyping tool (e.g. UXPin, In-vision, Ninja 

Mock) - it should not be a coded, working app
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Selfridges Harrods John Lewis

Layout and feature inspiration was taken from other curation 

brands. One thing of note was that products were not the first thing 

on the page. In fact, deals and experiences were prioritized.
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• Bring Footfall to store rather than app

• Create engaging aesthetic and conceptual elements

• Develop a language that is call to action heavy but not jarring
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The idea was to create a high end curation brand but also reach out to a target 
market that was more likely to leave their house. This would need to be done with a 
strong marketing and communication element that breeds brand loyalty and thus 

repeat visits. Two brands that do this really well are Moschino and Supreme. 

Another thing to note is that they do it without being conventionally luxurious or for 
lack of a better word, ‘holier than thou’.
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Taking cues from Moschino and Supreme, some cursory metrics 
we can take are as follows;

• 18-35 years old with a disposable income

• Have jobs in the creative field
• No dependents
• Social
• Love going out
• Extroverts
• Big fan of City life



zShe dresses professionally but likes to add quirky items 
that show off her creative personality
She goes out every weekend
Is the nucleus of her friend group
Loves going to concerts

GOALS
To get an experience out of shopping
To buy items that show off her signature style

FRUSTATIONS
Hates sitting and traffic or waiting in line
Wants all solutions in one place
Hates looking for things

Anna, single 21

Content manager for a 

boutique agency

Lives with 2 roommates and 

goes shopping in the first week 

of the month the moment she 

gets her salary

Has a collector approach to buying clothing and accessories 
so wants pieces to stand out
Is very outgoing and part of a large friend group
Has no dependents
Likes to show off

GOALS
To get things that he can show off to his friends and on his 
YouTube Channel
To be able to create content out of his shopping experiences

FRUSTRATIONS
Doesn’t want shopping to feel like a chore
Feels like most items in mass market stores look the same

Mac, single 25

Works from home as a data 

analyst but runs a YouTube 

channel on the side. Lives on his 

own and is an impulse buyer
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A great starting point, this paper designed evolved as it came to life and does not accurately represent the 
final product but was instrumental in leading us in the right direction
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User Logs in
Goes to home 

page

Selects from 

thumbnails to 

proceed to 

category or 

experience

User selects 

product/reward

User adds to 

cart

User schedules 

appointment or 

collection

Will user be able 

to navigate 

through high 

choice page 

easily?

Will user follow 

through on 

appointment?

Will user use 

same cart for 

products, 

vouchers and 

rewards?

There will need 

to be clarity in 

segment 

representation

Products only, 

discounts will be 

automatically 

applied at 

checkout and 

vouchers in their 

own area.

We can arrange 

a follow up call 

as a reminder of 

appointment or 

collectionStep Question Comment Idea

There can be an 

infinite scroll of 

products at the 

bottom of the 

page
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Created in Adobe XD, we will take a 

closer look at the User Journey and the 

wireframes in the following slides.
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Fonts Used

LogoPrimary Colours Secondary Tones

Font Inspo
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https://xd.adobe.com/view/62e22a6b-1555-4305-7b32-
3d49655e8225-14d3/

You can view the prototype here or in the screenshots below

https://xd.adobe.com/view/62e22a6b-1555-4305-7b32-3d49655e8225-14d3/




















To generate foot traffic towards the store, we can 
send email reminders and push notifications if a 
user is near the store. In addition, 24 hour flash 
sales redeemable through the app can be 
offered to app users to encourage them to come 
shop in store.



Note: this is an interactive video preview with audio. If it doesn’t 
play, there is a file attached in the zip folder named “BFF UI 

Interaction”
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There will need to be a multi faceted approach to testing the app, 
covering both quantitative and qualitative evaluation  methods. There 

will be 3 rounds of tests 

• A focus group for feedback on the hedonistic elements of the app

• Clickstream analysis to see how users used the app compared to how 
it was designed

• Eye tracking software to see which banners are more eye-catching 
and which layouts lead to an easier eye stream. 
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